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Major comments:

1. About the objective, as stated in abstract and line 60, the objective of the paper is 1)
to bring awareness of hazards that may have not been captured in earlier assessments,
and 2) allow for a preliminary comparison of various operational stages of SOV. The
second objective is clearly addressed in the paper. However, the first one: capturing
hazards that may have been overlooked by earlier assessments, the so-called earlier
assessments are not specific enough in the paper. There is no way to judge whether
those identified hazards were overlooked in earlier assessments. The only place that
mentioned earlier assessments is part 2 related work. However, the review work does
not seem to be complete or provide enough evidence that identified hazards in this
work is more complete than others. My arguments are 1) defined scope of hazard
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analysis are different, therefore resulting different hazards identified, for example, both
Presencia and Shafiee, Dong et al. focused on collision, Rokseth et al. focused on DP
system. 2) The depths of hazard analysis are different. The definition of hazards is
relative, for example, the occurrence of an event can be considered as an accident in
one analysis however can be defined as a hazard in another analysis. We can always
find root causes after root cause if we dive deeper. If the authors want to compare with
earlier assessments, you need to compare with the assessment which considered the
same system or scope of analysis.

I suggest the authors delete “that may have not been captured in earlier assessments”
from your objective.

2. System description. There is no description about the system to be analyzed in the
work. To conduct hazard analysis by STPA, the first step is to define system. However,
the author did not clearly specify the system boundaries and components included,
even though the authors described the different phases of operation in 4.1.

In Figure 3, shore station is included, however the control loops between shore station
and SOV, and shore station and turbine are not part of your analysis. This is fine. It
could be better to mark that shore station is not within your defined system scope.

The authors did not specify what accident (unwanted losses) were considered in the
analysis either. This is the very important part when applying STPA method. Using
“For instance. . .” in Line 176 may not be enough to specify targeted accidents (Loss).
Especially the authors wanted to focus on “to bring awareness of hazards that may
have not been captured in earlier assessments”. Without being specific, readers need
to assume that your work covered all accidents and incidents, such as a heart attack of
a personnel during operation. The example I gave here is bit too extreme but is within
the definition of accident (unexpected and unwanted loss of life).

3. Comparison of different operational phases. There are several issues here. First,
the authors chose median value for comparison without providing argument to support
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that the median value is a proper choice. Second, the authors assumed that 1) all
hazards are equally intolerable, and 2) number of hazardous scenarios present the
occurrence probability. These two assumptions are not widely accepted. This is fine
since the authors clearly stated that those are assumptions. However, the authors did
not discuss the inaccuracy of the conclusion due to these assumptions. Third, obvi-
ously, there are other quantities that can be used for ranking as well. The ultimate
objective is to compare different operation phases. If we median value, then the rank
(high to low risk) is transit and maneuvering > Interface turbine via gangway > inter-
face with daughter craft. If we use the total number of hazardous scenarios of each
phase, then the rank (high to low risk) is Interface turbine via gangway (474 hazardous
scenarios) > transit and maneuvering (452) > interface with daughter craft (344). How-
ever, if we use the total number of hazards of each phase, then the rank (high to low
risk) is interface with daughter craft (11)> Interface turbine via gangway (8) >transit
and maneuvering (4). Different quantities can provide different results, and I can make
reasonable assumptions to support the rationality of all these quantities.

Since ranking is a focus of the paper as stated in the objective, the authors need
to provide enough supportive arguments for their choice and discuss other opposite
possibilities as well.

4. Limitations of the method. The authors did not specify the limitations of using
STPA methods for hazard analysis. A method is not almighty, limitations of the method
applied should be specified as well besides the biases and knowledge limitation from
the analyzers.

5. Language check is required. There are many misspellings in the paper, for example,
“Specufic control actions” in Figure 4, Line 72 “Section 0”.

Minor comments:

1. Line 164-166, about the definition of incident and accident. 1) Even though the
authors referred Rausand’s differentiation between incidents and accidents, this dif-
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ferentiation is not used anywhere in the paper at all. From my point of view, authors
focused on possible accidents. However, incident is the terms showed up in many
places in the paper which actually means accidents (if I understand it correctly). 2) If
the authors defined incident is a materialized hazard with insignificant consequences,
how accident can be incidents with significant consequences?

I suggest the authors either delete this differentiation or be more precise when using
these two terms if such a differentiation is made in the paper. In addition, a thorough
check of where accident and incident are used is necessary.

2. Line 181, Line 269 Table 3, Line 282, Table 4. “3. SOV does not operate on DP
class 2 or above” etc. Therefore, I do not think this can be considered as an operational
hazard. Or at least, the way the authors phrased it does not seem right. DP failure
sounds more like a hazard.

3. Line 208, Figure 4. The author did not explain why there are black box and white box
in the figure. I think Figure 4 can be deleted. The information from Figure 4 is already
covered by Figure 4. Figure 4 does not provide any new information from my point of
view.

4. Line 293, Table 6. It is a bit strange that during transit and maneuvering phrase,
there is no inadequacy in control actions & feedback and/or process model. A simple
scenario can be the collision accident between installed turbine (if there are some
other turbines which have been installed in the field) and vessel, or vessel and ice.
A possible hazard is “the vessel does not keep a min safe distance to turbine or its
blades. Possible hazardous scenario can be that the vessel stops too slowly (especially
in manual navigation), turbine(blade) is not noticed etc. The same applies to that there
is no inadequacy in handling external disturbances during interface with turbine via
gangway and interface with daughter craft.

5. The second and third paragraph in the discussion part. Well, the appearance of
these two paragraphs is a bit abrupt. In addition, it does not highlight the neces-
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sary/advantage of conducting such a hazard analysis as the authors did. The authors
first argued that analyzed hazards should be already covered by existing safety rules
or regulations, however it is not guaranteed those rules can be followed in practice.
Well, this can be true that rules may not be followed in practice, therefore there is still
residual risk during the operation. However, residual risk also exists after a hazard
analysis (risk analysis) is conducted. Hazards are identified does not mean that haz-
ards are eliminated. The authors also judged that some hazardous scenarios are not
addressed by regulations for certain reasons. However, in my opinion, those reasons
also apply to the hazard analysis that the author conducted. Rule/regulations are not
perfect, so is your hazard analysis.

If you want to compare the hazards you identified with those stated by rules/regulations,
at least you should start with the same defined scope of analysis, the same type of
accident (loss), the same hazards.

I suggest that the authors rephrase these two paragraphs or can simply delete them.

6. The first paragraph in the conclusion part. I already stated my argument in the
first comment about the objective. There is not enough evidence showing that risk as-
sessments are done piecemeal and potentially lacking completeness. . .. It may sound
better if you simply say that no such risk assessment has been conducted in the in-
dustry (only if experts from industry told you so). The value of academic work is not
to conduct a specific risk assessment, sure you cannot find such from published pa-
pers. Conducting hazard analysis/risk assessment is an industrial practice which do
not necessary provide enough academia value.

7. The detailed intermediate results and final results from the STPA can be added in
the appendix. For example, the control diagrams, identified unsafe control actions.

Interactive comment on Wind Energ. Sci. Discuss., https://doi.org/10.5194/wes-2020-15, 2020.
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